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These unique Luggage Tags will really make your suitcase
stand out on that baggage carousel.
They also make great Gift Tags and Christmas Ornaments!
So easy to create - we bet that you can’t make just one!
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Luggage Tags
REQUIREMENTS
(2) 5” squares of fabric - one needs to be light enough to write on
(1) 4-7/8” square of fast2fuse®
(2 or 3) 20” strips for the hanger (ribbons, yarns, and/or pinked fabric strips)
Thread: We recommend using a 40 wt poly thread
Optional: Crystals to bling up your project
INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Following the manufacturer’s directions, fuse the
5” squares to each side of the 4-7/8” square of
fast2fuse ®.
2. Copy the template page on last page of this pattern,
then cut out your choice of template and place on
the fused sandwich. Trace around the template and
cut on your drawn line.
3. Using the same thread in both the top and bobbin you will zig zag
stitch around the outside as follows:
A - Use a short length and wide width setting on your machine
(satin stitch) and stitch all the way around the edge, this is to hold
everything in place.
B - Stitch around a second time directly over the A stitches.
C - Take the luggage tag off of your machine and gently scratch all
the way around the luggage tag with your fingernail. This will
loosen up those little “whiskers” - carefully trim them off.
D - Place your luggage tag back on your machine and stitch
around a third time. This round of stitching will cover the previous
two rounds.
4. Make a 1/2” long buttonhole in your luggage tag - 1/4” in from the
edge as indicated on your chosen template. Carefully cut the center of the buttonhole.
5. Using your large crochet hook, thread your hangers through the buttonhole as shown and add crystals if
desired.
6. Use a fine tip permanent pen to write your identifying information on the light side of the tag.
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